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Abstract
This study introduces a new technique to fill and reconstruct daily observational of Total Ozone
records containing void data for some days based on the wavelet theory as a linear time-frequency
transformation, which has been considered in various fields of science, especially in the earth and
space physics and observational data processing related to the Earth and space sciences. The initial
corrupted records consist of six years of daily total Ozone measured by Dobson PhotoSpectrometer Instrument of Institute of Geophysics, University of Tehran. To verify the filled gaps
resulted from this technique, the outputs of the proposed method are compared with the Total
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) for the year 2005 and Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI)
for the years 2006 – 2010 satellite data (hereafter used as TOMS/OMI data). The proposed
technique consists of three steps: (1) quality control and denoising; (2) data-reconstruction based
on Daubechies parent function (DB1); and (3) the combination of approximation and
complementary coefficients using the Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT). Results show
that this method was able to successfully reconstruct the missing data for gaps lasting no greater
than 18 days. For gaps beyond this 18-day limit, however, this method was unable to reconstruct
the voided data. As most instruments, including Dobson and Brewer Spectrometer, are working
based on the optical interaction of stratospheric Ozone and sunshine, gaps in the Total-Ozone for
more than 18 days should happen in atmospheric systems with longevity over 18 days in which
overcast clouds persist longer than the 18-day limit. The proposed method could be applied with
high efficiency.

Keywords: Total-Ozone, Discrete wavelet transform, Missing data, Interpolation, Signal
reconstruction.

1. Introduction
Ozone is the most abundant photochemical
oxidizing agent in the lower stratosphere.
During its photochemical production process,
the radiative heating of ozone results in short
to medium range variations in dynamical
properties of the stratosphere. Ozone is also a
key factor in climatic changes (Werner,
2008). Quantitative properties of ozone that
control the atmospheric variations are the
trend of long-term variations in the amount
of stratospheric ozone. It has fundamental
role in dynamical and chemical processes in
atmosphere, suggesting that it has a major
contribution on the quality of the results of
atmospheric modelling processes. In the
lower stratosphere and upper troposphere,
density of this gas experiences fluctuation
due to atmospheric motions and chemical
processes, proposing that ozone can be used
as a tracer gas in detecting dynamical
processes (Grytsai et al., 2005). As the major
*Corresponding author:

source of ozone (creation and destruction) is
the Sun, variation of stratospheric ozone
concentrations primarily depends on decadal,
yearly and seasonal variations of the Sun's
position relative to the Earth. In addition to
these normal variations, irregular changes
occur in time scales of a few days in response
to short-time variations of atmospheric
variables. For example, changes in ozone
amounts due to synoptic systems (high- and
low-pressure systems) are short-term (of the
order of days); therefore, their dynamical
lifecycle lasts up to ten days (Dobson et al.,
1929). Duration of synoptic systems affects
the trend of time series of ozone. However, it
should be noted that in order to examine the
non-steady and transient feature of ozone
concentration, different continuous and
discrete basic functions with finite energy
must be used. This means that due to the
variation of ozone density in different places
mazraeh@ut.ac.ir
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(different wavelength), a single wavelength
(Fourier transform) could not describe the
ozone concentration. In this regard, instead of
Fourier transform method that adopts
sinusoidal stationary mode, a wavelet
transform method with its special
characteristics of ability to demonstrate non
stationary properties of signals can be used.
Application of wavelet theory to data
analysis in different scientific fields has been
considerably increased. For example, Candes
and Donoho (2002), Donoho and Johnstone
(1998), Hall and Penev (2004) and Genovese
and Wasserman (2005) have established the
application of the wavelet method to signal
analysis in various fields. This theory has
also been introduced and applied in various
meteorological studies. Among them, the
time-series analysis of soil changes (Lark and
Webster, 2001), examination of the
relationship between rainfall and runoff
(Labat et al., 2001), simulation of
photochemical reactions (Heidarinasab et al.,
2004), hurricane boundary layer studies (e.g.
Zhu et al., 2010), mountain waves (Woods
and Smith, 2010), Elniño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) model validation
(Stevenson et al., 2010), continuous wavelet
analysis for meteorological data (Wang and
Lu, 2010) and drought forecasting (Ozger et
al., 2012) can be named.
In atmospheric ozone studies, the results of
study of Echer (2004) can be mentioned in
which the Meyer wavelet method was
employed as a band-pass filter for monthly
ozone data to study the solar cycle variations
and ENSO phenomena. Werner (2008) also
applied the wavelet theory to study the ozone
variability with latitudes. One of the
problems that challenged scientists in the
study of ozone layer is missing data in their
records. Therefore, the main purpose of the
present study is to introduce and examine an
optimized method to reconstruct the missing
data. The motivation comes from the filling
gaps in ozone data used by Farahani et al.
(2012b). They showed that the Spline
interpolation method provides an acceptable
degree of agreement between the interpolated
and observed ozone data (it will be discussed
later). They demonstrated that the Spline
method has the biggest error in filling gaps
that last for more than five days.
In this study, the six-year (2005–2010) Total-

Ozone daily measured with Dobson
spectrometer in the Institute of Geophysics,
University of Tehran, is used as the raw data
with many gaps in it and the gaps in it are
filled by the proposed method. For validation
of the suggested technique, the satellite data
of World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation
Data Centre (WOUDC) were used.
2. Wavelet Theory: Definitions and
Properties
One of the substantial characteristics of the
wavelet transform is its ability in local
analysis of the non-stationary signals. Fourier
transform lacks this feature for nonstationary signals. These advantages of
specifying the location (temporal or spatial)
of the discontinuity in a signal is done by the
wavelet transform technique accurately.
Therefore, the wavelet transform is
considered as a prevailing tool in expressing
the signals properties.
Theoretically, wavelet is a set of functions
used to decompose a continuous signal into
its frequencies components, where the
resolution of each frequency is proportional
to its scale. However, wavelet transform is
decomposition of a function based on
wavelet functions. The wavelets, known as
daughter wavelets, are the transferred and
scaled samples of a function (mother
wavelet) with a finite length and a highly
damped oscillation. Some examples of
mother wavelet are Meyer, Morlet, Mexican
Hat and Haar. The wavelet transform
transfers a time series to frequency domain
(using basis functions) and then represents
the time series in different time and scales.
The continuous transform of wavelet is
defined as (Gencay et al. 2002):


w(u , s )   x(t ) u , s (t ) dt ,


(1)

where x(t) is the basis function and the
mother wavelet ψ , is defined as:

 u , s (t ) 

1
s

(

t u
s

).

(2)

Here, ψ , is a function of two continuous
variables of u and s. Variable s is the
wavelet size parameter, while u indicates the
location of the wavelet. By changing these
variables, the wavelet transform is able to
decompose a time series in different time
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scales. When thee time seriees is discrete, a
w
shouuld be used (for
discreete mother wavelet
exam
mple, Haar or Daubechiees approach)). In
generral, the discrrete mother wavelet has the
follow
wing form:

where

 j , k  2 j / 2 (2 j  k ) , j , k  Z

t
series.
noise in the time

(3
3)

wheree is the loccation of the wavelet and
d is
its siize. For exxample, if
increases, the
waveelet size deccreases, whille its scale and
time resolution increases. In
I general, the
d
wavelet transfform
coeffficients of discrete
(DWT
T; , ) aree obtained from inteernal
multiiplication of the time serries
byy the
mothher wavelet , :
d j , k 
 x(t ), j , k (t )   x (t ) j , k (t ) dt .

(4)

Mallaat (1989) outlined the wavelet theeory
basedd on multi-reesolution deccomposition of a
time series. In thhis theory, a time series can
be deecomposed into two paarts, one parrt is
devotted to the ap
pproximationns and the other
o
involves the compplementariess. In this casee, in
b
additiion to mothher wavelet, another basic
functtion that can accoommodate the
approoximations iss required.

 j , k  2 j /2  (2 j  k ). j , k  Z

(5)

The quadraticallly integrablle function of
∈ L R can be shownn using a paarent
waveelet and a scaalar:
g (t ) 
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term or the flattened co
omponent off the time


series, and
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3. Methodollogy
In the pressent study, six years of daily
column Tottal-Ozone daata over thee city of
Tehran, meaasured with Dobson innstrument
located at thhe Institute off Geophysicss (35º 44
N 51º 23 E and 1418.6 meters abovve the sea
N,
level) were used
u
as the raw
r data. Thee data set
consists of average daaily measureed Total005 to 2010,, while the OMI
O
data
Ozone of 20
were used after
a
statisticcal quality control
c
as
our target objective
o
or standard vallues. The
time series and
a annual trends
t
of thee satellite
and Dobsonn spectrometeer data are plotted
p
in
Figure 1.
mial is overllapped to
A nine-degrree polynom
both data (obbservation annd TOMS/O
OMI data)
sets to illusttrate the trennd of the Tottal-Ozone
variation froom 2005 to 2010 (Figuure 1). It
also shows discontinuiity in both Dobson
OMI data setts with 2
measured annd TOMS/O
major data lacks indicaated with redd circles.
m
featuress of the data,, monthly
To expose more
averaged vaalues of Dobson and TOMS/OMI
data sets aree plotted in Figure
F
2. It shows
s
(as
expected) thhat the maxiimum conceentrations
of ozone occcur in Februaary, March and
a April,
while the miinimum valuues belong too October
and Novemb
ber.

Figuree 1. Time series of the Total-O
Ozone measureed by Dobson innstrument (top panel) and TOM
MS/OMI satelllite (bottom
panel) from
m 2005 to 2010. Thin red linnes, show the trrend line. The longest
l
data gaaps are marked by the red
circles.
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Figure 2. Monthhly averaged vaalues of Dobsonn (top panel) andd TOMS/OMI satellite data (b
bottom panel).

Here we reconstrucct the Dobbson missingg
ncluding twoo major parts
Total-Ozzone data in
(48 dayss in 2010 andd 31 days inn 2006) alongg
with otther gaps of
o lesser duration
d
andd
comparee the results with the sattellite data as
our referrence. Thesee long gaps are
a due to thee
calibratioon/intercomp
parison and technicaal
problem
ms of Dobsonn instrument during thosee
years.
d values ultim
mately will bee
As the reeconstructed
compareed with the TOMS/OMI
T
s
satellite
dataa,
the tim
me overlap between Dobson
D
andd
TOMS/O
OMI satellitee data shouldd be specifiedd
at the fiirst step. Therefore, caleendars of thee

misssing data for both data sets were
tabuulated.
It would be informativ
ve to havee the
knoowledge of the correlattion betweeen the
sateellite and Dobson daata. To doo so,
deteermination coefficientts have been
calcculated for each seasonn over the whole
w
perriod of stud
dy based on
o the R-sqquared
valuues (Table 1). Table 1 reveals thaat the
maxximum R is during winter,
w
whille the
minnimum valuee is in summ
mer. The maxximum
valuue is obtained for autumn 2010
(R
0.9623) and the minnimum R vaalue is
fouund in 2005 (R
(
0.05966).

Table 1. Deterrmination coeffi
ficient (R ) betw
ween Dobson annd TOMS/OMII for seasons off 2005-2010.

Year

2
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Autum
mn

0.0596

0.66608

0.78777

0.9505

0.9169

0.9623

Winteer

0.6071

0.19949

0.89322

0.8861

0.9538

0.9384

Sprin
ng

0.5312

0.72273

0.89388

0.7586

0.9365

0.8630

Summ
mer

0.3692

0.10018

0.20577

0.7127

0.6116

0.5868

Season
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In orrder to havee some prim
mary informaation
aboutt our data annd general iddea about naature
of reecords includding the miissing data, the
efficiiency of soome ordinarry interpolaation
methoods to fill th
he data gaps are evaluaated.
Thesee methods innclude “Neaarest Neighbbor”,
“Lineear”, “Splin
ne” and “Piecewise Cuubic
Herm
mite Interpolaating Polynoomial (PCHIIP)”.
For concludingg and evaluating
e
the
produuctivity quaality with regards to the
accurracy of eacch method, the indexx of
agreeement for eacch year has been compuuted.
The index
i
of agreeement is deffined as:

 (O  P )
i

IOA  1 

2

i

i

(O O  P O )
i

2

,

(7)

i

wheree P is the iinterpolated value, O is the
obserrved value and subscript i stands for
sequeential sampliing index. O representss the
averaage value off observations. The greeater
the vvalues of thiis index relaative to 0.5, the
betterr are the ressults achieveed for P by the
applieed method (W
Willmott, 19981).
Farahhani et al. (2012a)
(
havee examined the
poor performance of eachh interpolaation
T
methood over the longer-duraation gaps. They
conclluded that PCHIP
P
methood produces the
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highest indexx of agreemeent.
4. Results
The processs of computaation consistts of two
steps: 1- Data
D
denoiising, and 2- data
reconstructio
on. The detaails of these two
t
steps
are presentedd as follows..
4.1. Data Deenoising
Results of the
t first stepp (section 3)) indicate
that both original
o
dataa sets from Dobson
instrument and TOMS/OMI satelllite have
d
of scattering.
s
T
Therefore,
acceptable degree
the comparisson of reconstructed dataa with the
original sateellite data may impact thhe errors.
In many cases, soome pre-prrocessing
operations on the oriiginal data set are
required before the main inteerpolation
process. Denoising of data
d
is one of those
ng calculaation. Resuults of
preprocessin
examining different
d
meethods show that the
Gaussian Fuunction prodduces the besst line fit
to the availlable data. The best ddegree of
Gaussian fiitted functio
ons to dennoise the
Dobson andd satellite Total-Ozone
T
data for
each year are listed in Taable 2. The best
b fitted
he signals allong with
Gaussian funnctions to th
the data setss from Dobsson and TOMS/OMI
satellite are plotted in Figure
F
3 (forr 2005 to
2
to 20100).
2007) and Fiigure 4 (for 2008

Ta
able 2. Degreess of Gaussian fuunction to denooise Dobson andd TOMS/OMI records.
r
Year

2005

Degree

5

Degree

5

Degree

8

2006
2007
2008
8
Oriiginal signal of Dobson
3
6
5
TOMS/OM
MI
5
5
5
Reconstructed
d signal after ussing wavelet theeory
5
6
5

20009

2
2010

6

5

7

6

7

6

Figuree 3. The best fittted Gaussian function
fu
to denooise the Dobsonn signal (left) annd the satellite signal
s
(right) duuring 2005
(top), 2006 (middle) and 2007
2
(bottom). The
T x axis displays the days off the year.
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Figure 4. The same as Fiigure 3, but for 2008 (top paneel), 2009 (middlle) and 2010 (bottom).

4.2. Datta Reconstrruction Usiing Wavelet
Transfoorm Techniq
que
Discrete Wavelet Transform
T
of a signaal
results inn transforminng the signall into a set of
approxim
mation and complemenntary termss.
The deerived coeffficients appproximatelyy
represennt the most of the feaatures of thee
signals but with nooises modullated on thee
main siggnals. Thereffore, a threshhold value is
defined to filter outt the noises imbedded inn
p
leads
the coeffficients. Thiis filtering process
to a new
w set of coeffficients. Theen an Inversee
Discrete Wavelet Transform
m (hereafter
DWT) is performedd using the new waveleet
coefficieents and the previous appproximationn
coefficieents to get the same number of
samples..
Beginninng with DW
WT of the orriginal signaal
of year 2005 (Figuure 5-a) annd based onn
f
(Figgure 5-b) thee
Daubechhies mother function
approxim
mation
and
com
mplementaryy
coefficieents are callculated. Reesults of thee
decompoosition proceess of the orriginal signaal
for year 2005 leadinng to approxximation andd
mentary coeefficients aree plotted inn
complem
Figures 5
5-c and 5-d.
As the achieved
a
coeefficients in this way aree
represenntatives of thhe original signal,
s
everyy
operationn on them iss similar to the
t operationn
on the original siggnal. Innovaation of thee
present study is from here on, wheree
accordinng to the siggnals and thhe calculatedd
coefficieents we are facing secttors in them
m
which laack definite values for coefficientss.
To this end, thhe approxim
mation andd

mplementaryy coefficiennts have been
com
dennoised by appplying a threeshold value based
on the largest measured
m
vaalues of the TotalT
t
corresponding signal.
s
Ozoone in the
Thee approxim
mation and complemeentary
coeefficients weere interpolatted, followinng the
worrk of Faraahani et al. (2012a). They
obtained the best ordinary interpoolation
g
in Totaal-Ozone datta set.
metthod to fill gaps
Acccording to thheir results foor the years 2005–
2
20110, the best
b
interppolation method
m
wass found too be Splinne, and PC
CHIP,
resppectively.
Farrahani et al. (2012a)
(
usedd some methoods of
inteerpolation for
fo filling thhe gaps off total
ozoone for the same
s
periodd as in this study.
Thee poor qualitty of results urged us to apply
a raather compliicated interpolation methhod in
appproximation
complemeentary
and
coeefficients fo
or the coonsidered pperiod.
Ulttimately, the revised origginal signalss were
derrived basedd on th
he reconstrructed
coeefficients usiing Inverse Discrete Wavelet
Traansform. Thhe outcome of this moodified
signnal of 2005 is plotted in Figure 5-ee. For
com
mparison, the
t
observ
ved Total-O
Ozone
signnals measureed by TOMS
S/OMI satelliite are
supperimposed
in
Fig
5-e.
Similar
com
mputations were
w
carried out for years
20006–2010. To
T indicate the consisstency
betw
ween reconsstructed sign
nals and refeerence
signnal (measurred signals by TOMS
S/OMI
sateellite), the index off agreemennt is
evaaluated. Resuulted values of this indeex for
twoo signals are presented inn Table 3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figuree 5. Different steps
s
of applicaation of wavelett transform andd inverse wavellet transform. (aa) Original Dobbson signal
for 2005, (b) mother waavelet (Db1), (cc) approximatioon coefficients, (d) complemeentary coefficieents and (e)
me time for
reconstruccted signal (afteer interpolationn), as well as thhe signal measuured by the sateellite at the sam
year 2005..
T
Table
3. Index of
o agreement beetween the recoonstructed and TOMS/OMI
T
reccords.

Year
IOA
B
Before using
wavelet
IOA
Afteer using wavellet

2005

20066

20007

20008

2009

2010

0.82144

0.3755

0.7718

0.3
3928

0
0.7996

0.8566

0.98322

0.9128

0.9518

0.9
9602

0
0.9859

0.9533

The degree
d
of thee Gaussian fuunctions fitteed to
the original
o
siggnal (with gaps) and the
reconnstructed onee (resulted by
b applying the
waveelet transform
m to the origginal signal) are
similaar for 2007, 2008 and 2010, althoough
they have diffeerent Gaussiian coefficients
(Tablle 2). To illustrate this issue, the two
Gaussian functioons fitted on
o both signals
onstructed) ffor each yearr are
(origiinal and reco
plotteed in Figuree 6. This figgure shows that
there is an acceptable agreemeent between two
trendds during 2007, 2008 annd 2009 andd for
the others
o
are reaasonable. Ass we remem
mber,

in 2006 theere is the biggest
b
gap of data
between all
a
records (48 dayys), and
reconstructin
ng the recorrd of this year
y
with
IOA of 0.99128 shows the abilityy of this
method to make
m
up the gaps. Reminnding the
readers that IOA of thiis year before filling
a
0.3 and
d changing this
t value
the gaps is about
to about 0.99 is remark
kable. For yeear 2010
with second
d biggest gapp (31 days) in it, the
situation is a little differeent, althoughh the IOA
after reconsttruction is quuite good (abbout 0.9),
but before filling
f
the gaaps, the IOA
A had an
acceptable value
v
too. Variation
V
of IOA for
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considerred years beefore and affter applyingg
the waveelet is listedd in Table 3. The values
Larger tthan 0.5 po
oint to the fact
f
that thee
observedd difference between thee trends fittedd
to the ooriginal and reconstructeed signals inn
each figuure is negligiible.
5. Discu
ussion and Conclusions
C
To retriieve the infformation frrom a timedependent variable in
i a record and
a to reveaal
the undeerlying dynaamics that coorresponds too
the recoorded signal, a different but proper
signal processing
p
d.
technique is required
Generallly, the signal processsing process
consists of transfoorming a tiime varyingg
nal, into anoother suitablee
variable record, sign
b
on thee
functionn with differeent domain based
purpose of the proceess. The purppose of signaal
xtract the characteristic
c
c
processinng is to ex
informattion embedd
ded within thhe time series
that is not
n readily observable
o
inn its originaal
form. Thhe measured daily mean Total-Ozonee
in long time, makee it as a siggnal with alll
unclear characteriistic of Total-Ozonee
v
of it.
i In most of
especiallly the time variation
signals obtained thhrough meaasurement inn
laboratorry, continuitty is almost guaranteedd
but in suuch a large laboratory as
a the Earth
h,
measurements frequuently contaiin gaps, andd
discontinnuity in signals is a veery commonn
feature. Discontinuiity of a siignal makes
retrievinng the undeerlying featture of thaat
signal m
more worthwhile. In the
t
previous
study coonducted byy Farahani (22012a), theyy

trieed to indicatte that the ordinary meethods
of interpolationn such as Nearest
N
Neigghbor,
a PCHIP adequately
a
reetrieve
Linnear, Spline and
the missing data
d
for gap
ps that lastt less
thann five dayys, and thaat they aree not
appplicable forr longer gaps. Folloowing
thatt study, exxposing the shortcominng of
orddinary interp
polation meethods motiivated
us to do the cu
urrent study to fill the TotalT
mplex
Ozoone data gaaps by utillizing a com
metthod known as the waveelet method (even
for longer than
n 5-day gap
ps). The prooposed
o the appliication of wavelet
metthod based on
trannsform pro
oved that this methood is
apppropriate to fill the gaaps of the TotalT
Ozoone data forr the periodds of longerr than
fivee days and shorter thaan 18 days. This
lateest limitationn of applying this methood for
gapps shorter th
han 18 dayss has been found
throough the coomputation and
a
mathem
matical
connception, andd readers shhould not coonflict
it with
w
two laarger gaps (31
(
and 48 days)
thatt we filled with the current
c
technnique.
Ressults indicaate that thhere is a good
agrreement (baased on IO
OA) betweenn the
TO
OMS/OMI sattellite signalls as our refeerence
andd reconstruccted Dobsonn signals (using
(
wavvelet techn
nique to fill the gaps).
Ulttimately, the fitted Gausssian functioons on
the original andd reconstructeed Dobson signals
a
shoowed an acceptable
consistency. We
sugggest that thiis proposed method bassed on
wavvelet theory is applicab
ble in fillingg gaps
for up to 18 misssed data.

F
Figure 6. The beest Gaussian funnctions fitted too the original annd reconstructed signals duringg 2005–2010.
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